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Methods of Recording Bird Calls.
By H. Brewster Jones.

.I have examined records in the Adelaide Public Library and
university Library, and Miss Gertrude Cowell was good enough
1,0 make copies of some records in th~'British Museum, from
-which I find that there are various methods in use for the record- .
ing of bird calls. There nre some calls, o.f course, which are
almost impossible to record. For recording the actual musical
sbunds, or, to use "a more technical term, the vocalizatjons of the
birds, it seems to me that. no beUer'System than tbe .old music
;notation exists, althotlg1t.'sev~ral others have been experimented
"'ith. . One of the m{j~t c'omplete of these is 'that of Mr.
S,aunners, who, in "The Auk," Vol. 32, p. '178, makes sOlUe
suggestions " for better methods of reg.6rding and studying bird'
s9~gs," ~nd gives .exampfes 'Qf his twelve-line staff, In. com
paritig Mr. Saunders's twelve-line staff with the :p'ye-line staff we·
11se in m~sic" Mr. Robert Thomas Moore argues as follows:--;-" It
is Ii more cumbersome one, because it require~ twelve lineS
instead of five to record a simple song, ~nd for a song of great
Tange, as the Hermij, Thrush's, it would require thirty-six. lines)
,yherea~ the :whole of that mastt~r song, ascending.,and descending
over the confines .of three'qctaves, can be neatly recorded. by the
oJd method on a staff of five lines." This requires leger lines
and ottav3.' sign 8va. as well. . I cannot' help agreeing with
Mr. M90re as to the neatness and utility of the fiye-line staff, but
am aware that Mr. Saunders's grapb Das~fwme. scientific: advan~
tages. Most bird-call stuaents attempt to give the pitch, ~ime,
intensity, and quality of the calls recor'ded. - -The·'Staff will giYe
the pitch; the time signature coupled with the metronome sign
"will give the time; and dynamic signs and terms will give .the
intensity. -It is when we' come' to the quality of a call tnat we
are in difficulties. .. The:word "quality" has been 'accepted 'in
musical circles as the equivalent of either timbre or. 'resonance
when applied to a musical sound. It is the best word therefore
to cover those yarious characteristics which differentiate one
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ibird~s call from another apart from their difference in pitch, time,
.and intensity. . .

-Popular and Scientific Records.- .
I think the recording of bird. calls might conveniently be

.divided into two categories, viz., popular and scientific.
A popular record. would be a rough impression of the musical

notation with or without a c.ollection orsyllables or words which
when repeated would help a budding ornithological student to .
identify the subject of his search, e.g., the expression" Bob Bob
Whitehead" when coupled with one of the calls of the Grey
:8hrike-Thrush (Colluricincla harmonica).

A scientific record would be ope which was as musically and
phonetically perfect as possible. I mean by this that it should_be
:an accurate record of the pitch, time, intensity, and quality of
the call. Data such as the folJowing should also be included:
Date; time of day; weather coooitions, including direction of the
'wind in relation to position of bird and observer; distance of
.observer from bird·; actions of bird. 'when calling; contour of
;ground immediately surrounding the observer, whether open
country or thickly wooded; height of bird from ground when
.calling; whether flying or stationary; possible cause of call if
:any; actual duration of call,' taken preferably with stop watch;
if call 'be one of alarm or warning an observation of the other
bird or birds for which the alarm is made; jf bird in flight. when
,calling, state whether flight is migratory, local, e.g., froro. tr~e
-to tree, or homewards as in the case of birds which have, 'been
-foraging at a distance from their nesting quarters; in cases 1 and
~ give approximate' distance of audibility of call ,as, bird
.disappears; in local call state whet1l..er .l;laV .i~,heard in ·flign.t' OIily
001' whea stationary -as .well ;" .wge£her. the .call .is .giv.en pefore,
"during, or after feedir'ig'.' . '.. , __

State shyness or oth.erwise of: bird- when con;;;c·iop.s of, being
oObserved; give melodic, harmonic, or rhythmiG relation between
two or more birds calling simultaneousl-y or immediately
'following each other. In the case of a bird which mimics, state
whether trained or untrained. When phonetic system does not
cover exact consonant or' vowel, describe as being bet,veen
the two consonants or two vowels nearest. When ··call is
-repeated, give length of rest between repetitions; give number
of times call is repeated if consecutiv.ely. Of course, quality
'should include all helpful descriptions, such as sound of
tearing calico of the Cockatoo, grinding scissors of the Restless
Flycatcher (Seisura inquieta) , etc.

Include the sex of the bird and state whether juvenile or· a<;lult;
~ive the number of times call has been taken to verify it if the
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bird is' not an' extemporizer,' in which case flm~a.mental phrases:
which are repeated with ornamental variations should be
verifjed by more than one record being tak~il.· . <

Actions of the bird should include visible movement of the
mandlbles,.thro·at, hind neck, chest, and breast: . .

To arrive at distance of audibility two or more records should
be taken, ~he final one after having moved aw?-y from the bird
until. the call is almost inaudible, stepping the distance in yards:
~n~ keeping record of first distance and final distance. '

To arrive ,at the actual intensity of. a call the contour of, the'
land, if it be undulating, must be recorded accurately; .for if a.
hillside· witl{a parabolic depre'ssion \were, the background of the
bird, its call ,vauld be greatly intensified to t}.1e listener.'·

Relative altitude of bird and listener is also of importance on
a windy d'ay, because of the bending of air waves affecting their
inltensity. Temperatures varying at different altitudes with
consequent rarefaction have also to be recorded .if we are to arrive-.
:it ac.tual intensity. .

In futur~ field work I propose using a similar form to, tIle-
~ollow~g:-:- '

-Record of Bird-call.-
o Popular Name.-'~hite~throatedTree-creeper.
. SGientific N'ame.-Climacteris leucop'haea.

Sex...:...-? •
Pitch "of Gall . }"
Time of Call Musical example is given·here. -.
'Inten§lity. of Call ..
Quality:' Liquid Vefvety Quality.~FI'l1te-likein timbre.

. Syllabic Notation.-NiI.' ..
Actual Duration'.-Not taken. ,.
Number of Repetitions.-Five Of six, th&'l'ufter rest resumed.
Melo·dic.:.Relatibn to 'Othei' Calls.:.....::..NH:· ~, .
Ha:imonhi Relation £0 Other Ealls-,.:.-Nil.
Rbjthmi'c 'Relati'on' t'o Other Cal\\'i.--':'Nil.
Range ofAudibil.ity....:....Distance.-50 .feet, p.; 150 feet,pp.;'.200'

feet, almost inaudible.
Action of ·Bird.-Creeping tip tree, searching for food, anef

flyhig: ' . .
Action of Bird's Throat or Breast.-Not visible."
Cause of CalI.~Contentment.

- Migratory=-Homeward or Local Fligl\t.-Local from tree-to,p'
, .to' tree~base.

Shyness.
'Mimic.
Altitude; kct'iral.-.:..'?
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Altitude, Rel{ttive of Bird and Observer.-(See special note at·
bottom.) .. .

Locality~-Near junction of Echunga, Ambleside, and Pa~ch-
town Roads. _ .

Wooded or Open.-Thick Wattle and Gum likely to cause
refraction of sound at 100 feet and over.

Contour' of Groun4.-Undulating, but ~ot providing back-
grouI!d for bird. . . .

Wind.-Light breeie blowing towards 'bird.
Weather Conditions.-Misty rain, which had just ceased.
'Time of Day.-l p.m.
Date.-;-23/11/25.

Note.-At 200 feet I had mounted a hill considerably higher
than the bird. According to the formula, " the intensity of sound
varies inversely as the 'square of the distance," even if there had
peen no breeze, the call should have beerl almost inaudible at

..100 feet; instead of which I could hear it at 200 feet-
~ttributl:!ble, I think, to our relative altitudes.

Terms of description such as the following help to convey an
idea of the character of a call, but need carefully verifying to test
their correctness:-

The cackle of the Spur-winged Plover:
The scream of the Channel-bill Cuckoo. .
The scream of the Red~tailed Black Cockatoo.

. The chattering of the New Holland Honey-eater.
The croaking of the Grey Coots.
The laugh of the Giant Kingfisher.
The tolling of the Bell-Miner.
The crack of the Coachwhip-Bird.
The cooee of the Curlew.
The cluck of the Em:u.
The hpnk of the Magpie-Goo.se.
The monotone of the Grass-Bird.
The carolling of the Magpie.
The moaning of the MalIee Fowl.
The hiss and gurgle of the Ostrich.

The boom of the Bittern,.the gabble of the Geese, the gobble
of the Turkey, the coo of the Dove, the chirrup or chirp of certain
birds and in~ects, the cheep of the' young. bird, the Qaw of the
Crow, the croak of a Frog or Raven, the cluck of the Hen or.
Goose, and the quack of ~he Duck are terms which have been
incorporated into our language.
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-Syllabic 'Notation.-
Garstang; in! his ,t Song_ of the Birds," pr.oposes to build up

a science of bird-song- in all its branches. He makes a special
plea for his syllabic notation, which one of his reviewers
f'acetiously terms Czecko-Slovakian poetry. ,

I am not in a position 'to comment upon the accuracy of his
syllabic notation, but what strikes me as surprising is that, taking
as an example the song of the Thrush (on pages 81 to 89), in
which .he gives his rendering of fifteen different syllabic
utterances, and comparing it with the record of the same bird's
song by C. A. Witchell in his "Cries and Call Notes of Wild
Birds" (page 19), in which he gives eleven examples, I find
only one utterance-" Tewy "-which is common to both records,
and even this is spelt differently.

To make further comparison, let me mention thp, example of
Dr. Macgillivray quoted by R. Hall on page 298 of " Useful Birds
of South Australia," where there are ten distinct syllabic nota~

tions, only one of which coincides with' Garstang, although'
differently sp,elt, and none ,with Witchell..

As ,the Thrush is an extemporizer the dissimilarity of consonants
and vowels in these three records may be explained I hardly
think this covers it, however, for there are certain similarities of
sound in the calls which suggest to me that some of the bird's
utterances are common, to (lach record, and their syllabic vague
ness is the cause of the confusion.
. I know' ther~ is a tendency 'when listening to a bird'-call to
allow the first word or syllable which comes to the mind to fit
the call, and by constant repetition to become convinced that it
is the only one to fit the call. This is very similar to our habit
of subconsciously repeating a phrase over and over again ill! our
mind when listening to the ticKing of Ii clock. ,When by a sort
of cumulative psy:chological shock we 'be,come conscious of the
phrase, we feel that the clock has' been always .repeating it, and
unless we smash the beastly thing it'will go on saying it for ever.
I think that this .cllriotls illusion, ,,;hich is so easily created in our
mind by bird or clock, is due ·to the fact that neither of them
really pronounce syllables according to our pronunciation, unless
taught to do so-I mean the bircl--and that our imagination, is
brought: into 'play to the detriment of our scientific analysis.
. I dq not mean that it is not a considerable help to use syllabi'c
impr~ssions l)f a bird's'utterance. In my small experience some
of the local ones I have heard get remarkably near the call; but
those who have made a deep study of it, such as Garstang,
occasionally admit that their syllabic notation is an imperfect
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medium, and I am sure that ,Mr. Sutton, who has made this l~

special study, will agree with 'my contention.
While I am dealing with syllabic notation I must mention one

very extr~vagant claim that Garstang makes for it. He
writes:-" A Linnet or Warbler enlits.. ~ . the sounds of a..
whole toy orchestra, shifting "from liquid notes to the clang of a
bell or the roll of an elfin drum, from the plucking of strings to
the tinkling of cymbals and clinking of castanets."

This may"be an exaggerated description, but if so, his chiirn
whic:h follows, that syllabic notation will imitate it all, is a
much greater exaggeration.

I do not mean that it is not a considerable help to use syllables
to describe quality, but that they must have the aid of musical
notation when possible, and references to orchestral instruments
and any other sounds with which we are familiar to help 'Us
conjure up the quality of the call in our mind. E.g., Simeon
Pease Cheney describes an Owl as calling tal-oo with the
illuminating remark" I can best describe it as a sliding'tremolo
-a trickling down like water ov~r pebbles."

The value of syllabic notation would be considerably inCreage(!
if the international phonetic alphabet were universally adopted.
I despair of being able to pron~unce or understand a string of
consonants unless with "some recognized formulae for the"it·
pronunciation, such as exists in spoken languages, to help me.
Perhaps if we were to ransack the main European alphabets' and
add a little Welsh we might secure an alphabet which would meet.
the requirements of bird-call recording! . ,'.

-;-Vowels in Sylla.bic Notation.-

At pres~J)t we find vowels placed above musical notes without:
any guide to their pronunciation.

We are all doing this in our records, and surely it is the highest
time we adopted a more accurate phonetic system.
, It is quite possible that the fear of having odd syllables'wrongly

pronounced is the reason that many recorders have resorted to'
the clumsy expediency of using a word which will receive the
right pronunciation in one particular, but which fails to fit the
call of the bird in other way.;;.

When an "0" is used, how are we to be certain which.'
pronunciation is intended' alit of the following siX':-not, note,
prove, dove, for, and·.wolf? And with the.'diphthong " 00," is it a'
long,." 00 " as in moon or a short" 00 " as in'foot? We.-probably
would not confuse its use as in flood or floor; but'the two former'
require differentiating. For instance, Leach gives "Quook-quoolt'"
for the Topknot Pigeon and " Doo-doo " for the Peaceful Dove,
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Arc these short or long" oos "? . If we see "'ea" how are we
to know if it is a proper or imp.roper diphthong, and so whether
it is to be " e-ya" as in ocean or " ee" as in clean.

Is the II ow" in ,Vitchcll's ~all of the' Thrush "ow" as in
bow to bend or as in bow the violin bow. « Ou," which is worse'
still, might be pronounced .(, ou" as in found, II u " as in' cousin,
II 00 " as in group, " ore" as in pour, or " 0 " as in though. Some
,people still pronounce route" rowt," which :g'ivesiit five different
pronuneiations. -

-Consonants in Syllabic Notation.--"'-

No plosive or applosive consonant can be heard' without its
appended ,~o~vel. But a vowel which is explosively attacked
or applosively terminated does not necessarily commence or
finish with a definite consonant. It is' in such. a case that we
are misled by imagining a consonant when there is none uttered.
The Magpie-Lark (Grallina cycLnoleuca.) is credited' with calling
"Pee~wee" or « Peewit," I have never heard the plosive Ii p"; I
have only heard a sort of glide which resembles Ii ph" in
Ii phew." I am not so sure, however, that this' bird' does not
sometimes end in an applosive " t." The curious double sound
in this bird's call may be due to .,its bronchial anterior apertures
'laryipg in size, shape, or power of 'muscular contraction.· Tne
vowel whieh most nearly approaQhes to this sound is tne French
<t u" prolonged. As the piping call of the Crimson Rosella
-(Platycercus elegans) rises in pitch, it has an almost definite
'Consonant p attack, but I have never heard it give a pure
.plosive « p." .

Some applosives may be proauc~d by the closing 'of the bird's
1ary'ux or "rima glottidis." The Rufous~breasted Wliistler
(Pachycephala. rufiventris) , who' is credited with c'aIling
., Chung," certainly closes his call with something resembling an
<t ng,'~ which may be produced in the above way. '

Syllabic notatioh has one great value. However incorrect
it may he phonetically, it usually gives a fair representation of
the rhythm of a call;' e.g., "Peter Peter," conveys the rhythmic
'value of. oniC of the ,cali!; of 'Ja'Cky Winter (Mic?'oeca jascinans)
despi'te the fact that the" p" may be only a half~plosive and
half-fricative consonant. .

ThBse mixture C'onsonants will no doubt require careful analysis
before signs can be adopted to express them. The Purple
crowned Lor.ikeet (Glossopsitta porphyroceph.ala) is another case
in point, "with hi"R shrill, piercing cry dUe partly to its high
pitched tremolo, expressed with the German" tT' and partly to
its sibilation.
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-Onomatopoetic N ames.-
Onomatopoetic names are naturally lacking in value unless we

know how to pronounce them, in connection with which I have
noticed a New Zealand example which stresses my point that an
international phonetic pronunciation is required. J. C.
Anderson writes, II If the name I Kea ' be onomatopoetic, as seems
almost certain, it should be speIt 'Kia' not I Kea.' " In the
case of Brolga or Buralga, the native name for our only Crane,
we must. have phonetic accuracy for it to be of value. I noticed
that M·r. Tindale has collected two similar names from the
Ngalakan and Rembarunga tribes in the North, viz., Bodorulka
and Bodol~o.. I imagine they are onomatopoetic. .

Garstang mentions the Cuckoo, Corn-Crake, Jay, Chiff-Chaff,
and Twiste among English birds, and the Hoopoe, Bobilink,
Chickadee, and More-Pork as' Continental, American, and
Colonial examples. More":Pork is more accurate than Mo-Poke,
but neither is perfectly phonetic:

I should not be surprised if investigation would prove that the
aboriginal names are more accurate as phonetic examples than
some others; and is it not possible that an aboriginal example of
an onomatopoetic name of an extinct bird may be in' existence,
from which we might discover some of the characteristics of it:;
call of whieh we are ignorant?

:1'11'. Tindale, who has given us such illuminating notes on ,tile
Birds-of Groote Eylandt, has collected a delightfully euphonious
example in It Tararakuku" fof the Bar-shouldered Dove
(GeojJelia. humeralis). Mr. Tindale says the natives found it

hard to differentiate between the calls of this bird and the
Peaceful Dove (G. placida.). As the calls of the two birds are
evidently similar the' explanation for the difference in rhythmic
value between the two words "Tarara~uku" and" Collywob,"
one of our local names for the latter, may be that the r's in the
former are so soft as to make" tarara" alm.ost one syllable in
effect. Mr. Tindale has pronounced the word to me, and this
is the impression I have· received.

Miss Gertrude Gowell has noticed that the three-note call of
the .Peaceful Dove gradually merges into two notes as the call
is ·repeated; which would explain the rhythm of the syllables
" Doa-doo " as shown in Leach.

-The Bronchi-tracheal Syrinx.-
As we have no 'I syringoscope" as an equivalent to

the laryngoscope, we cannot study the actions which take
pltl.ce in a bird's syrinx as we do in the human voice:
.box during vocal performance. As the average bird has no
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epigll'Jttis it would seem, however, that" syringoscopy " might be
within the realm of possibility with a well-trained bird, whose
trachea was short and straight. There is bound to be consider
able conjecture as to the parts played by the various membranes
and muscles surrounding and adj oining the Tympanum in
producing the bird's call or song. I understand the tympanuIl)..
to be that portion of the syrinx which is surrounded by the
internal and external "tympanic membrances which, as their
names imply, form the main resonating media for the sound as
it emanates from the vibrating membranes at the anterior
apertures of the bronchi and the u,pstanding Septum.' The
majority of the song-bir9.s, with the possible exception of the
Parrot,. have this semi-lunar membrane-termed the Septum
by the Encyclopaedia Britannica-rising on a cartilagenous and
osseous frame in the middle line immediately above and oetween
the anterior apertures' of the bronchi. The anterior margin of
this septum being elastic and free to vibrate forms a portion of
what might be termed the Reed of the syrinx. The degree of
elasticity of these various membranes, combined with the
freedom of movement allowed by the modification of the ring".
which form the arches from which the external tympanic:
membranes are stretched, are two most necessary factors in
enabling a bird to produce its varied quality of tone. . Its
pitch must be .dependent upon the musqular tel1JSion of the
membranes, the length of the column of air in the trachea, aneL

. the air pressure of the exhaling breath.

I am going tq .compare a man with)}. trpmbone,·to a hrd with..
it;; lungs, air SI;tCS, anef"vocal mechanism.".....which includes syrinx,
trachea, and neck and mouth cavities.

(1) The :qlan with ~he trombone has a wind instrument; so has:
the bird.

, (2) . The man with the ttombo!1e 4as th.e power of lengtheriing
his instrument; so has the bird.

(3) The man 'Yith the troll.lbop.e has the muscles of his arm with
. which to lengthen his tube; so has the bird its intrinsiC'

and extrinsic muscles with which to lengthen itS'
trachea. .

(4) The man with the trombone cannot shorten the original
length of his instrument; neither can the bird shorteIll
his. . .

(5) The man with the trombone can obtain the finest variation
of pitch; so can the bird.

(6) The man. with the trombone can execute a portamento; SQl.

can the bird. .
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(7) The man \vith the trombone has his lungs to provide air-
pressure; so has the bird.. .

(8) The man with the trombone has the dermal reed formed'
by his lips; so has the bird the dermal reed formed by'
its tympanic and its septum membranes.

(9) The man with the trombone has the mouthpiece, tube, and.
bell of his instrument; so has the bird its tympanum,.
trachea, and cayity enclosed by the neck and mandibles..

-Syrinx with Convoluted Trachea.-

Dr. Morgan recently drew my attenltion to the model of a
female Painted Snipe (Rostratula australis) in the Museum,_
with its conlVoluted trachea.

With respect to this bird's call A. J. North mentions Dr.
Macgillivray's suggestion that a call like the booming of a Bitter!!_
which he heard ·the night before he found the specimen, was the'
call of the female Painted Snipe. If this suggestion be correct,
the length of the trachea may explain the booming of the call.

North, writing·· on our Trumpet-Bird (Phonygammwr
7"emudrenii) manucode, says, "The males utter a very loud and
deep guttural note.'! Writing of the trachea he goes on to say,.
It On these' extraordinary convolutions of the trachea, lying:
beneath the skin and extending on to the pectoral or abdominal
muscles) depend to a large extent the loud and prolonged notes.
of the males of their genera.
. E. B. writes 'of the Crane (Grus comm,um'is) :-" The Crane's:
power of- uttering ·the sonorous and peculiar trumpet-like notes
. , '- is commonly and perhaps correctly ascribed to the'
formation of· its trachea, which on quitting the lower end of the
neck passes back;ward between the branches of the furcula and'.
is received into a h'ollow space, formed by the bony walls of the'
carina or keel of the sternum. Herein it makes three turns, and.
then runs upwards and backwards to the lungs. The Crane
emits. its cri.es both during flight and while on the ground. In.
the latter case the neck and bill are uplifted and the mouth kept
open during the utterance of the blast." I find that the remark
a,bl~ South Amer!can. bird, The Trumpeter (Psophia), bas a
so~ewhat similar windpipe; which runs down the breast and .
bepy i~medi_ately und!lr. tJ:1e skin to within an iIliCh of- the anus,
when~e it r,eturns in a similar way ~o the front of t!:le sternum,
and then enters the thorax. The structure of the syrinx is·
stated by Trail to be II quite unique." But he gives no details
of it, Also, I can 'find .no reference to its call.

o Another example is ·the Whooper, or Whistling: Swan (Cygnus'
feTUS or 1nusictls). Chambers's Encyclopaedia writes.:-" The'
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:names Whooper or Whistling Swan are derived from the voice.
Like all Swans of the Northern Hemisphere, except the common
Swan, this one has a large cavity in the interior of the breast
bone, in which the windpipe coils before passing to the lungs.

Dr. Morgan has pointed out to me that in Australia we have
-two other examples: the Native Companion (Antigone
austmlasiana) and the Magpie Goose (Anseranas semipalmataj.
The former has been. given the onomatopoetic_ title (( buralga " by
the natives, so J. Sutton informs me. I should like to know
if this denotes a low call. The call of the Magpie Goose has
been described as a II honk," but this does not define its pitch.

-Staccatissimo or Shock Attack.-

The Brown Tree-creeper (Climacteris picumna) has one of the
most powerful calls 1 have heard. There is a ring in its quality
·which-I have heard in no other bird. If this bird is capable .of
_a muscular action in the larynx similar to that constriction of
·our ventricular bands, or false vocal cords used in the coup de
:glotte, or II shock of the glottis," attack, it might explain the force
of the. attack. It sounds to me as if the shortness of its notes,
which are a fortissimo staccatissimo, is one important factor in
the obtaining of the brilliant ring. Also I should like to know
if the Tree-creeper's exhalation muscles are stronger than those
of our average birds. Dr. Morgan has explained to me that
blrds inhale automatically, but require a muscular effort to exhale.
I have attempted to find an explanation in this fact for the
-remarkable vocal power of such a small animal as a bird. Man,
-requiring a muscular effort.to inhale, has developed extraordinary
]Jowers: e.g., Sandow could break a chain placed' around his
chest by inha.ling. Is it not possible' that continued compulsory
,effort in the opposite direction may have developed phenomenal

. ]Jowers in some birds? . .
The Spotted Pardalote (Pardalotus punctatus) has a brilliant

. 'staccato ringing note, which is probably produced im a..similar
·way. (See printed call.) rhe-first note is ventriloquial, and
I am not sure that the Tree-creeper's staccato notes 'are not also.

1 have heard the Tree-creeper's call when it sounded as if it
-came from all over a large valley, and I have hei\rd 'a similar effect
on a hillside when I wa~ between the bird and the hill, im which
place the phenomena could hardly he explained -by deflection as
-it might have been in the valley. .

I have been led all over the place by the first note of the
Pardalote, 00&' by' the low last note, which I hardly think is
"Ventriloquial.
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The ventriloquial notes of the Crested Bell.,,Bird (Oreoica
gutturalis) are nearly all staccato, but whether the suddenness of
the attack has any bearing on the ventriloquial result I do not
know. I have noticed that in most cases when I have been
joined with one or more companions we have each imagined the
call of the Pardalote to come from a different direction-due
maybe to the different angles we were standing in relation to the
bird or the sound.

-Trill and Tremolo.-
I have not heard many birds trill. Many of the birds that

are said to trill merely repeat the same note very rapidly, which is
a tremolo. The White-shouldered Caterpillar-eater
(Cam1!ephaga tricolO1') occasionally trills, bilt its regular call
,,;hen'Iiot speeded up is'a series of notes with an acciaccatura to
each note. "

The acciaccatura .when it is at the distance of a tone or semi
tone from the note it crushes into, supplies the material for a trill,
but the· trill is not established.- Weare merely given two notes
of different time value repeated alternately. A trill requires
the two notes to be of equal duration.

The Nightingale as I heatd ,it in Europe has the most exquisite
~rill: gramophone records whicli I have heard since fail to record
its trill at any length, due possibly to the performer being a
captive.

T1)e tremolo, as used for the violin or other bowed instruments,
may be applied to many calls. Such a tremolo being the rapid
reiteration of one nete can best be imitated by the vibration of
the uvula whilst whistling. ~hat'might be termed a " sliding.
tremolo" can be executed 'in 'this 'manner on aportamento from
one note to another as in the case of the Fan-tailed Cucko/).
(See call 1, page 161).

-Whispered Calls:-
'. A juvenile.Frogmouth (Podarglls strigoides) at Mr. Provis's; of
Murray Bridge, which was calling-'for:'foo[l, made a sound which
I can only compare to the' whispered resonance of our back cavit)r
of the neck. In fact, I should like to venture· a guess that the-.
vocal membranes of this bird's syrinx ·'were not sufficiently
developed to generate a sound, and that the sound was produced
merely by the air.,pnssing'·some resonating cavity on its passage
out.',..'

The adult Scrub Robin (Dnf1nodes brunneopygia) has one call
which is little more than a whisper, and I would describe it as
a 10ng-drawn-out<German " ch " with an Italian" er " whispered.
This call has a certain resonance which may have been produced
in a similar manner to that of the Frogmouth.
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-Melancholy Calls-.

:Messrs. Gillies and Hall raise the question as" to w:hether a
1)lelancholy call dexiotes a melancholy bird.

They deny the assumption.
, In the case of the Cuckoos, Pallid Cuckoo (Cuculus pallidus).

Fan-tailed Cuckoo (Cacomantis flabellijo1'1nis) , Narrow-billed
Bronze Cuckoo (Chalcites basalis) , Bronze Cuckoo
(Lamprococcyx plagosus) , and Black-eared Cuckoo
(Mesocalius Qsculans), we may at least claim that all of these

'have slightly melancholy' calls: and they are at least birds with
out a hornel I have not heard the" frightful scream" of the
Chaunel-billed Cuckoo, but on the authority of Gould its call
con'sists of " awful notes." The name" Semitone Bird," which
'has been applied to the Pallid Cuckoo, is somewhAt of a mjsj1omer;·
Instead of " Semitone" he s!)ol.!ld he..calllld·" ErtharmqIllic Bird,"
for the whole compass of hJs .call .which has inspired the name
"' Semitone " is only three semitories, whereas he touches several
smaller intervals which we shouUl terro enharmopic, using the
term in its Greek sense. . Mr. 'Hall gives the compass of the
Pallid Cuckoo as sev.en..semitones, b).lt I 'am inclined to doubt
the accuracy of his record, f.or during the period of four years I
bave been listening I. haye never ,heard a call of greater compass
than four semitones. (See page 161, calls 1 a and c.) This
·does not apply to call 2, which is not recorded by Mr. Jlall.
- The Southern Stone-Plover (Curlew) (Burhinus magnirostris).
:is probably one of our most melancholy-soundi,ng .birds..

-CaUs of Anxiety.-

r have heard a pair of Blackbirds call in a frantic manner when
I held a young bird in my hapd, and as their calling and shrieking
were of no' av~il, they seemed.to adopt the ruse of disappearing
Into a bush and calling very softly; much as the 'domestic hen
ducks to keep her chickens near her. When' I put the young
oQne Ollj the ground it listenetl'. for a moment, then darted to the
'bush to join its parents. .. ' .

I have' heard a Blue-Wren (Mal1irus cyaneus) call its young
-very softly in a clucking sort of way. It was behind: a bush
:and warned the young, which was approaching me. The little
bird quickly ran and disappeared in the direction of the call.
lIlt both cases the call was soft and low ih pitch. Miss Josephin~
lIeysen has heard a similar call from the Mountain ThrUilh
(Oreociilcla lunulata). when she has walked between a pair and
-divided them. The call has always resulted in 'the mate
rejoining the caller. .
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The Ostrich is said to have a short staccato note which always
(l'alls the young~when there is' danger.

TIle cluck of the hen, I understand, is also given when the,
<chicken is about to be hatched; -, apropos of wEich Dr. Clarke, in
describing the Egyptian _n~ode of .hatching eggs in ovens,
mentions, that "on the eighteenth day, an Arab enters the ovens,
,stooping lind treading upon stones so placed that he may walk
.among the eggs, clucking like a hen, and continues this curious
:mimicry till the whole are hat-ched."

-The Printed Calls.--

- In"setting doWn. the printed calls shown' on 'pages 160 and 1li1'
I havenmvhere shown, a smaller interval than a semitone; so .that
.each call can be tried over on -the pian6. The call of the Pallid
Cuckoo therefore is, the neare~t notes obtai~able on the piano;
!but as the average ear does not u(S,ually detect a smaller interval
than a sem:itone; the musical· impres~ion }Day be close enough to
the original for one'to recognize' it by. The adult Ouckoo has
.at least· three different ~allll, ~he two'main opes of which I have
;given, labelling them 1 and 2. Their variations ~ have labelled
8, h, c, etc., c being given in .coriju.nctiotl'".with a call of' the'
Crimson Rosella (P.elegans1. ,.' - ,

This is a· case of- perfect .rhythmic, harIPonic, and melodic
relation between, twd calls of birds 'of different species. I heard'
these twq calls given for some minutes in the relation shown. 1
<10 not intend to"'suggest that the synchronising of the calls was
conscious or intentional. It may hav~ been, or, it may haxe,
been a coincidence., . I have heard one Cuckoo call both a anc;l d,:
but I could not verify its sex. .. '. , " .'
. Gall a,. with its \:aried endings, was'- taken at. Tantmda,

September, 1.922, and, I find the· followinl! note. flmonlT m,,
records:-

~: Fr0m s.unrlse· till sunset, 'and. eyen iater,Jihe.. cJear ~emi': .'"
-staccato upward call .of the ·.Fa~Ud Ouck66 cop-ld be heard,. At
times it came as a faint echo from the country, at others a friendly
<call from the centre of the town. . The bird did not appear to be
.a scrap shy. IIi one instance I stood within a dozen yards of
(me 'sitting on' the. goalpost, of' the 'local sports ground. 'l'he
bi.rd sang its c'all ~ ~cor'e of times or 'mpre, 'varying 'the ,ending: .
slIghtly, by the 'omISSIOn of the final one or two notes,. The call
from the sixth note rises in quarter tories."

Call i of the Fan-tailed Cuckoo (Cacomantis flabelliformis)
<?a~ be imitated by whistling the call and allo,ving the uvula to
vibrate, The ,phonetic'sign for this' is a. German" r."
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Call 1, J, of the Narrow-billed Bronzed Cqckoo (Chalcites
basilis) , referred to by Mr. Sutton in Volume VIII, Part 1, as "See
you,ll is usually repeated ad nauseam varied slightly by the
change of pitch and speed, as in K, or with additional notes at the'
end, as in L; all the variations being given with a strong
portamento, using the term as. applied to singing.

Ca}! 1, J, has been given at exactly the same pitch by the
StarHng (S. vulgaris); but, as Mr. Sutton points out, there is a
longer interval between each repetition with this' bird.

Call G, of the Bronze Cuckoo (Lamp1'ocoCCYx plagosus) is a
memory sketch, as I have mislaid the only record I have taken. I
heard the bird at Bridgewater, and, as Mr. Sutton said at the
time, it sounded like a man whistling for his dog. There is a.
portamento from the G to the E.

Cans A::an5i :avI'age 160, give opening phrases of the call of
the Crested Bell-Bird (Oreoica guttumlis). When Mr. Sutton and
I first heard the call CC we were standing at a distance of
fifteen or twenty feet from'the bird. We both imagined its
call was coming from a different direction. 'I attribute this:
partly to the fact that we were standing at different angles,
although at the same distance from the bird,

The low note A in call E, which finally emerged from the C&U
as it was repeated at a constantly rising pitch, was absent at the
commencement, although we were so close to the bird. In
fact, the call CC was so 'faint at first that, although I was watch
ing the bird through field-glasses, I could not believe it came from
it; especially as there was no apparent movement of the
mandibles. As the call sounded nearer and developed'into calI
E, the bird gradually opened its beak, and the low A became the
loudest note of the call-louder than the upper G 'sharp, which
was sounded with it. This is 'the only occasion on which' I
heard the upper note sounded with the lower; but that may be'
due to the fact that I have never been so near before. I have
heard 'the full' caIrrepeated "itb-ouf'a dozen times "and gradually
sounding nearer, without v.arying in pitch. ;..' ,

Calls H of the Boobook Owl (Nino!:c boobook) were given at
11 p.m. in Stringy-bark Trees above my head at Bridgewater.
'The six bars of these calls, given by two birds which seemed ,to
answer each other, have a repeat'sign to show,that they were
given more than once. With the exception of a break of about
five minutes at the end of bar 4 the calls followed each other
without appreciaQle pause, and each bar was repeated many
times. Bird X had a different quality to that of Bird Y, and
although they were at the same pitch in bar 2 all the calls with
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which the term <I mo-poke 11 is associated sounded an octave
apart. Bird X seemed to call '.' eg org," whilst Bird Y gave
:something approaching" mo.-pok."-" e" as in egg, <1 0 " as in or.
"Bar 2 varied in speed.' There i~ a curious resemblance between
this. part Qf the call and the opel1ing of the call of the Tawny
Frogmouth (fodargus strigoides) , the identity of the calls of
which have been so often confused. .

Calls J, K, and L, I understand, are given by both the Yellow
tailed and Spotted Pardalotes (P. xanthopygius and :punctatus).
The. short second note in call L is not heard unless the bird is near..
It is a soft staccato note with'aimost a catch in it. 1 havB"
:shown the answering calls of two Tawny-:crowned Roney-eaters,
(G. melapops) in call M. There is an altogether delightful
quality in this bird's song which calls for poetic utterance rather
than cold technical analysis.
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